
De : Sébastien Drochon <sebastiendrochon@gmail.com> 
Date: mer. 26 oct. 2022 à 04:36 
Subject: You have to include Diane Sare at the debate on October 30 if you believe in 
real democracy 
To: <robert.hardt@charter.com> 
 
 
Dear Mr Hardt, 
 
 
This message may seem strange for you given the fact that I'm not an American citizen 
but a French patriot. But above all, I am a citizen of the world and am very concerned 
about what's going on in your country.  
 
I've been following American politics for twenty years and have always been 
concerned about the fact that the fate of the world depends on the fate of the United 
States of America. 
 
That's why I'm very shocked that you deny Diane Sare the right to debate with Mr. 
Schumer and Mr. Pinion at the next debate on October 30, on Spectrum News. You 
know quite well that this "more than 15% support in at least two polls" criteria is 
nonsense when you know that Mrs Sare had more than 66000 signatures to get on the 
ballot, much more than the 45000 required (and that despite the fact that, just before the 
collection of the signatures, the number of signatures required to be candidate had been 
increased by threefold in order to impede any independent candidature). 
 
Ms. Sare has a real popular support and is clearly qualified to debate Mr. Schumer and 
Mr. Pinion. There's no question about that.  
 
The USA is the beacon of democracy, it is said. I would still believe it if you dare to 
include Mrs. Sare in this important debate on October 30. Also because American 
politics today must deal with such an important topic as the one of World War and 
possible nuclear war. And Mrs Sare has a lot to say about that, and more than that, she 
wants to give American people solutions to get out of this terrible crisis. 
 
So, I hope that this message coming from across the Atlantic will not break on some 
abandoned shore but will help you make the best decision. 
 
Best and thanks for all, 
 
 
Sébastien Drochon 
A French citizen who hopes that his English is good enough to be understood. 
 


